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                    Product Lead Times

R H Peterson Co (RHP) is coping with continuing challenges presented by the COVID 19 pandemic. 
As California tightens COVID 19 procedures, the quali�ed labor shortage and material supply backlog
we reportes to you earlier have both become larger problems; and the order levels continute to be 
incredible higher than ever before.

Please know that we truly, and respect, appreciate the position all of you face with product delays from 
RHP, and with most of your suppliers, many of whom are in the same or worse position than us. We are
doing everything in ounr power to maintain reasonable lead times for shipping orders. Peterson’s 
factory is running 20 hours, six days a week, and has been operating on Sundays for months. We are
moving up dates for delivery of labor-saving equipment. Our managers are working to improve our
order delivery times. Many of our o�ce and engineering sta� are working in the factory on a regular 
or overtime basis.

In an e�ort to be as transparent as we can, for your ready reference and planning we are beginning 
a regular posting of our estimated lead times which are currently as follows:

   * Grills                                               7 - 8 Weeks
* Logs                                                6 - 7 Weeks
* Vent Free Log Sets                     7 - 8 Weeks
* DVI                                                  3 - 4 Weeks
* AFD                                                 7 - 8 Weeks

While these estimates represent our best takes as of today, a given order may vary depending on
product mix or other variables. RHP will update this information approximately every two weeks
with the next report coming out the week of November 30, 2020.

All of us at RHP sincerely hope that the next several month will be strong and pro�table for you.
The outlook for RHP and our products is very bright. We put the highest value on our relationship
with our customers and hope you will stay healthy and safe.


